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The problem

Show video



  

Motivation: 
Internet video streaming

 interactive video playback
 allows for instant random access

 browsing by user, based on additional meta-data

 study: browsing video by meta-data found 
helpful

 user appreciate the feeling of being in control of 
what they watch



  

Two models of highlight watching

 traditional TV model: 1-minute highlight
 new model: whole game recorded, highlights 

act only as guide

 audio-features only
 video features too expensive to compute
 limited computing power local set-top box



  

Highlight Extraction

 Video-track
 Shot-boundary detection
 TV Commercial detection
 Scene-transition graph

 Audio-track
 “normally closer link to semantic event than video 

information”
 presentation summaries by pitch analysis (relative 

pitch increases when emphasizing points)
 Close-caption information



  

 More details on audio track

 clean speech environment (e.g. news, talks)
 sports video: announcer, crowd, noises

 these sources need to be separated for analysis

 previous systems use many hard-coded 
thresholds that prevent them from being used in 
more complicated audio environments



  

Sports domain

 analysis is more difficult for sports
 lack of regular structure (e.g. news: anchor ↔ clip 

from the field)
 previous work

 tracking soccer court, player and ball to distinguish 
e.g. 'midfield' vs. 'top-right corner'

 detecting football touchdowns by 
 spotting key word 'touchdown'
 silence ratio to detect cheers
  vision-based line-mark and goal-post detection 

to verify results



  

Information Sources: Video

 generic features
 high-motion vs. low-motion scene
 camera pan, zoom, tilt
 shot boundaries

 sport-specific features (here for baseball)
 What do you think?



  

Information Sources: Video

 generic features
 high-motion vs. low-motion scene
 camera pan, zoom, tilt
 shot boundaries

 sport-specific features (here for baseball)
 player at bat
 pitcher curling up to pitch the ball (highly correlated 

to interesting action)
 player sliding into a base 
 players racing to catch a ball



  

Information Sources: Audio (1)

 paper uses only audio
 computational aspect (set top boxes)
 “interested in how well audio-only performs”

 audio-only demo



  

Information Sources: Audio (2)

 announcer's speech
 high amount of information (actual words + prosodic 

features)
 audience ambient speech noise

 audience reacts to exciting situations
 game-specific sounds (e.g. baseball hits)

 bat-and-ball impact sound very useful
 challenging: AGC, distance to microphone

 other background noise (e.g. vehicle horns, 
environmental sounds etc.)



  

Assumptions

1) Exciting segments highly correlated with 
excited speech

2) Exciting segments occur right after a baseball 
pitch and hit

 Challenge
 Detect excited announcers speech and baseball 

hits 
 Intelligent fusion to produce exciting segments



  

Features



  

Sub-band short-time energies

 based on human auditory system
 E1 = 0-630 Hz
 E2 = 630-1720 Hz
 E3 = 1720-4400 Hz
 E4 = 4400 Hz and above
 and E23 = E2 + E3

Sum over band in 
frequency space



  

Mel-frequency Cepstral 
coefficients 



  

Information Complexity: Entropy

 in frequency space
 S(n) = n'th frequency component of N-point FFT



  

Prosodic feature: Pitch

 period in the speech signal 
 period can be shortened or enlarged as a result 

of the speaker's emotion and excitement level
 simple approaches: Zero-Crossing Rate, 

Autocorrelation

 paper uses [Droppo & Acero. Maximum A 
Posterior Pitch Tracking, ICASSP, 1999]



  

The Approach



  

Algorithm overview
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Noisy Environment Speech 
Detection

 traditional speech endpoint 
detection: quiet environment
→ E23 alone can produce 
reasonably good results

 baseball stadium: speech mixed with 
background noise
→ E23 distinguishing power drops significantly 
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Noisy Environment Speech 
Detection

 Observation: Speech exhibits high variations in 
MFCC values

use deltaMFCC and E23 as audio features

 complimentary in filtering out non-speech 
signals: 

 Energy E23 captures low energy but high variance 
background interference 

 deltaMFCC captures low variance but high energy 
noise 



  

Classifying Excited Speech Using 
Machine Learning

 previous studies: excited 
speech has both raised 
pitch and increased amount 
of energy

 compute pitch and energy statistics from 0.5 
sec speech windows 

 statistics: maximum, average, dynamic range
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Maximum A Posteriori 
Classification

 C1 = excited speech
 C2 = non-excited speech
 X = features as described before
 Bayesian decision theory: 

 min probability of error = classify data acc. to max. 
posterior probability

 arg max_i P(C_i|X)



  

Parametric approach

 Bayes rule:

 Gaussian:

Posterior
Likelihood

Prior Class-conditional Density



  

Non-parametric approach

 K-Nearest Neighbor
 estimate posterior probability p(C_i|X) directly

k/n
[Duda, Hart, Stork, Pattern Classification]



  

Comparison

[Hernandez-Lobato: Balancing Flexibility and Robustnes in Machine 
Learning: Semi-parametric Methods and Sparse Linear Models]



  

Semi-parametric machines

 semi-parametric machines combine 
 robustness of parametric approaches
 flexibility of non-parametric methods

 Examples
 Gaussian Mixture Models
 Neural Networks
 Support Vector Machines (SVM)



  

SVM recap

 Maximum margin classification (binary)



  

SVM recap

 Nonlinear Classification (Kernel trick)



  

Posterior probabilities from SVM

 SVM does not generate posterior probabilities 
directly

 train SVM first and then train an additional 
sigmoid function to map SVM output to 
posterior probability [Platt, 1999]



  

Post-processing

 Excited speech never appears in just one 
window (0.5 sec)

 Segment (5 sec) is minimum length required
→ average all posterior probabilities for the 
windows in each segment



  

Detecting Baseball Hits Using 
Directional Templates

 Announcer's speech can become 
excited due to other reasons 
(e.g. a joke)

 Many False Alarms
 Detect baseball hits

 baseball hits hard to distinguish from strong 
speech fricative or stop

 Fricative consonant: [f], [x] in Bach
 Glottal stop:  hyphen in uh-oh!, or apostrophe or in 

Hawaiʻi 
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Baseball-Hit-Template

 build a baseball-hit-template (25 frames à 
10msec)

 E23(i), E4(i) and also normalized versions
 ER23(i) = E23(i)/E23(8),  ER4(i) = E4(i)/E23(8)



  

Baseball-Hit-Template

 Stack features (4*25=100 dimensions) and use 
Mahalanobis distance

 Problem?



  

Baseball-Hit-Template

 Stack features (4*25=100 dimensions) and use 
Mahalanobis distance

 Problem: E23(8) should exhibit high, and other 
E23(i)'s low values. 

 But: over-mismatch of E23(8) (desirable) same 
as under-mismatch of E23(8) 
→ it is un-directional



  

Baseball-Hit-Template

 Solution: directional template matching 
approach

 I is diagonal indicator matrix: e.g. I(8,8)=-1 
when E23(8) is an over-mismatch



  

Probabilistic Fusion

 Weighted Fusion

 Conditional Fusion
 let P(Hit) contribute to P(Exiting Segment) by 

adjusting the confidence in P(Excited Speech)
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Final Presentation 

 compute all features for all frames, all 
probabilities for all windows/segments

 merge overlapping and close-by segments into 
a single segment

 user can specify an interest threshold (based 
on personal interest level or time available)



  

Experimental Results



  

Dataset



  

Overall Performance

49/66 ~ 75%1
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Overall Performance

Worst performance



  

Excited speech classification
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Baseball Hits Detection

 TH = threshold for P(HIT)
 TH = 0.20  →  81% TP, 14% FP
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Probabilistic Fusion

 Conditional and Weighted Fusion perform 
equally well

 outperformed no fusion by 8%
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Discussion & Remarks

 Gray area of exciting segments (subjective)
 Bad performance on clip C traced to wrong 

estimations of pitch tracker

 Future work: 
 Real use of the system for a full baseball season
 use visual features to improve performance (after 

audio features have filtered clearcut cases)



  

Follow-up work

 Soccer [Ekin et al., 2003]
 dominant color region detection, robust shot 

boundary detection, shot classification
 High-level / sport-specific: goal detection, referee 

detection, and penalty-box detection
 Field sports [Sadlier, O'Connor, 2005]

 Generalize to soccer, rugby, football, hockey...
 Uses audio, SVMs, shot classification, motion, 

tracking, field line orientation



  

 Mid-level representation framework [Duan et 
al., 2003] → more general sports analysis

Follow-up work



  

Summary

 Automatic highlight extraction for baseball
 Audio-track features only
 Combination of generic sports features and 

baseball specific features
 Various learning algorithms
 Probabilistic framework
 Comparison of results against human-selected 

highlights



  

Questions?
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